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Echoes of Glory, Herald of Destiny and Triumph of Survival, 3 volume set 
Wein, Berel 
Shaar Press, 2001 
 
Three volume oversized set, later printings, each is NF/NF, illustrated, 350 BCE to present, historical 
view of the Jews, xvii + 326pps + index; xiv + 324pps + index; and xii + 498pps + index, measures 
about 11" x 9". Heavy weight. Sold as a set. Bookseller Inventory # 112693 (list price on Judaica Place 
$85) 
 
 

 
 
Hip Kosher    
Fein, Ronnie       Publication Date: 2008 
As new," Advance Reading Copy, stated not for resale. Clean, bright and tight and does appear unread 
- "reading copy".Light green softcover. Pre first edition. 230 pps. Slight crease on front cover. Contains 
fun and healthy kosher recipes, e.g., Chicken and Sugar Snap Salad with Hoisin Vinaigrette, Mexican 
Hot Chocolate Brownie (milachidic if made w butter!). Bookseller Inventory # 107908 
 



 
                       
Jewish Cooking Around the World:  Gourmet and Holiday Recipes 
Goodman, Hanna     Publication Date: 1981 
As new, appears unread. Very tight, clean and bright. Stated first edition, 4th printing, yellow cloth over 
boards w copper font on spine. viii + 256 numbered pps. No dust jacket. A short historical perspective 
of the foods from each region and a listing of recipes. Organization of book by FOOD FROM 
COUNTRIES, FOOD FOR HOLIDAYS and FOOD FOR THOUGHT which includes biblical quotes, 
popular culture quotes, etiquette, dietary laws, etc. Bookseller Inventory # 108066 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Cooking the Polish Jewish Way 
Wirkowski, Eugeniusz     Publication Date: 1988 
Fine, FIrst English edition.Gold boards with laminate. Black font on cover and spine. Book is unmarked, 
clean and tight. Jewish cuisine is based on dietary laws, and this cuisine has evolved other the 
centuries with only slight variations in European countries. This book provides the background and 
recipes for special holidays and occasions intertwined with an understanding of the meanings and 
reasons for specific foods for these holidays. Color photos. 108 pps. Inventory # 107483 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Wanderings: Chaim Potok's History of the Jew 
Chaim Potok 
Published by: Alfred A. Knopf, New York 1978 
 
As new, first edition, ecru linen embossed hardcover w gilt font on spine, 431 numbered pps., illus., 
maps, index, biblio. Appears unread, pages crisp to pen, unmarked, bright and clean. Dust wrapper is 
not price clipped, fine small repaired tear in verso to spine ends, now under mylar wraps. This 
fascinating, moving four thousand-year history of the Jewish people written by Chaim Potok, a well 
respected rabbi and recognized author. recreates great historical events, exploring Jewish life in its 
infinite variety and in many eras and places, here is a unique work by a singular Jewish voice in a 
beautiful "coffee table" format. Gift quality. Inventory # 116740 (List Amazon $42) 
 
 

 
Jew Vs Jew: The Struggle For The Soul Of American Jewry 
Samuel G. Freedman 
Published by: Simon & Schuster, New York 2000 
 
As new, inscribed by author , first edition 2nd printing, gray boards w gray cloth quarter binding and 
bright silver font on spine, 397 pps, index. Appears unread, Authors inscription, otherwise without 
writing, marks, straight and bright. Dust wrapper unclipped, as new and under mylar wrap. " The author 
looks at the period 1960-2000 and the history of tension between the various factions of the Jewish 
community. "Who is a Jew? " question, and covers every geographic sector of America. Inventory # 
117139 (List  Amazon $45 / inscribed by author not available) 
 



 
 
 
 

 
The JPS Torah Commentary: Leviticus (Hardcover) 
Levine, Dr. Baruch A. 
Published by: The Jewish Publication Society, Philadelphia 1989 
 

AS NEW, stated first edition is 1989, as is this book.buckram two tone acqua blue with gilt font on 
cover and spine, 284 ppd. This is part of a 5 volume set. Appears unread, tight spine, without writing 
or marks."Each volume  contains supplementary essays that elaborate upon key words and themes, 
a glossary of commentators and sources, extensive bibliographic notes, and maps." Dr Levine is is 
the Skirball Professor Emeritus of Bible and Ancient Near Eastern Studies at New York University. He 
was president of the American Oriental Society, the Association for Jewish Studies and the Biblical 
Colloquium. He also sat on the board member of the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis. He 
was awarded the Guggenheim Fellowship for Humanities, US & Canada. Inventory # 115568  (List 
Price Amazon starting at $55.97) 
 
 

 
 
Reflections on the Holocaust: Festschrift for Raul Hilberg on His Seventy-Fifth Birthday 
Wolfgang Mieder; David Scrase (editors) 
Published by: The Center for Holocaust Studies, Burlington 2001 
 
As new, inscribed by author on FEP, first (only) edition, green buckram w gilt font on cover and 
spine, 240 pps, notes, biblio, bio of contributors.. Book is clean and tight, without writing or marks, 
and protected by mylar wraps. Raul Hilberg published the landmark work The Destruction of the 
European Jews in 1961. London Times Literary Supplement described this as ''one of the great 
historical works of our time.'' This collection by respected colleagues is a deserved tribute to him 
containing academic and important essays. Inventory # 116814  (LIST $44 AMAZON) 



 
 

 
 
In Search of American Jewish Culture  
(Brandeis Series in American Jewish History, Culture & Life) 
Whitfield, Stephen J. 
Published by: Brandeis University Press, Hanover,NH 1999 
 
 
As new, 1st edition / 1st printing, white paper over black cloth hardcover, gilt font on spine, xi - 307 pps, 
notes, index of names. Appears unread, without any marks, stain, chips, etc. Dust jacket equally clean 
and tight, is not price clipped. Gift quality. "Whitfield focuses on the areas where the specifically Jewish 
contribution has been little explored.". Inventory # 112383 (List in same condition, Amazon starting at  
$15) 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Marriage Laws and Customs According to the Usage of The Spanish & Portuguese Jews' Congregation 
of London 
Carvalho, R N (preface) 
Published by: Synagogue for the Society of Heshaim at the University Press, Oxford 1967 
 
Very good. Illustrated soft cover brochure, stapled, 16 pages, illus., bibliography. Without writing, tight 
and clean interior pages. Back cover shows smudge. Please see our photo to confirm condition notes. 
Inventory # 116844  (List Amazon $19.95- 45.00) 



 

 
 
I Have Not Seen a Butterfly Around Here : Children's Drawings and Poems from Terezin 
Frankova, Hana and Jiri We 
Published by: Jewish Museum Prague, Prague 1993 
 
As new. White boards soft cover, 90 numbered pps, illustrated, index, bio of children contributors. 
Interior tight and clean, w/o writing. Dust wrapper show light shelf wear and bumping at spine ends, 
now under mylar wraps, Please see our photo to confirm condition notes. An 11 year old child writes 
"some day Herod, mad with fear, shall go raving to his ending, and the Shepherd king appear. In royal 
purple robes ascending, He who once suffered, even as we."tells of this child's loss of childhood and 
also our great loss of this child - and the others whose poetry and pictures leave a memorable record of 
what they were forced to endure and what the world could not help. Inventory # 116780 (List price 
Amazon $63) 
 
 
 

 
 
Eros and the Jews: From Biblical Israel to Contemporary America 
Biale, David 
Published by: Basic Books, New York 1992 
 
As new, 1st edition / 1st printing, tan and maroon over boards hardcover w gilt font on spine, xiii + 319 
pps + epilogue and bibliography. Appears unread. No marks, stains, tight and bright. Dust jacket is not 
price clipped and also GIFT quality condition. From biblical times to contemporary society, sexual 
subversion, rabbinic authority, Zionism as an erotic revolution and other forms of repression. Freud 
would be pleased. Inventory # 112387 (List  $18.30) 
 
 



 
 

Under His Very Windows: The Vatican and the Holocaust in Italy 
Zuccotti, Susan 
Published by: Yale University Press, New Haven 2000 
 
AS NEW | FINE. First edition / first printing. Tan boards and black cloth quarter binding w gilt font on 
spine, 408 pps, index, b+w illus. Appears unread, without writing, marks and extremely tight 
binding/crisp. Dust wrapper is not price clipped, w/o creases/tears, minimal barely noticed shelf wear 
rub on rear cover, now under mylar wraps. ".historian Zuccotti's new book, while hindered somewhat by 
the partial accessibility of Vatican archives to scholars, is an authoritative, balanced and, in the end, 
devastating indictment of moral failure on the part of the Church as an institution, despite the heroic 
acts of some of its members. Indeed, Zuccotti clearly delineates a history of anti-Semitism in Italy and 
the Vatican, including the policies of Pacelli's immediate predecessor, Pope Pius XI, who, despite his 
"hidden encyclical" denouncing racism, was, she says, publicly timid in the face of fascism and 
Nazism.".  Inventory # 114947 
(List $41) 
 

 
 
The Shtetl: A Creative Anthology of Jewish Life in Eastern Europe 
Neugroschel, Joachim (translator and editor) 
Published by: Richard Marek Publishers, New York 1979 
 
AS NEW, FIRST EDITION / 2nd printing stated. Beautiful slipcased hard cover w unclipped dust 
wrapper - all as new. Brown cloth hardcover w stamped partridge design on cover gilt font on spine, 
572 pps. Without writing, marks, no indication of previous ownership. GIFT QUALITY. Please see our 
photo to confirm condition statement. Writings by Jacob Ben Isaac Ashkenazi, Yetzek Leyb Peretz, 
Avrom Reyzen, Sholom Aleichem, Lamed Shapiro, Fishel Bimbko,Rabbi Nachman of Bratslev. Moyshe 
Kulbak,et al. Short stories providing insight into Jewish life and values in Eastern Europe. Please see 
our photo to confirm condition notes. Inventory # 115061 (List Amazon, comparable edition/condition, 
$39) 
 



 
 

 
History of Russian Jewish Literature 
V.L'vov- Rogachevsky 
Published by: Ardis Publishers, Ann Arbor 1979 
 
As new, burgundy cloth hardcover w gilt font on spine, 213 pps. Dust wrapper in great shape with light 
rubbing on one edge. Former owners name penned on fep, otherwise without writing, marks, clean, 
extremely tight spine - appears unread. Useful information of Jews in Russia not easily found 
otherwise, also extended essay on Jewish writers in the Russian language - this is a panoramic portrait 
of the various generations of Russian Jewish authors which also reflects the social millieu in which they 
are writing. Inventory # 117542 (List Amazon, new $130) 

 

 
The Jews of Islam 
Bernard Lewis 
Published by: Princeton University Press, Princeton 1984 
 
Near Fine, first edition, first printing, blue cloth over boards w gilt font boxed on spine, 245 pps, illus (21 
plates), index, notes. Gently read, without writing, marks, bookplate and former owners named penned 
on FEP, foredge shows age discoloration. Dust wrapper as new condition and under mylar wraps. 
"Lewis refuses . . . simplistic approaches and tries to explain the complex and often contradictory 
history of Jewish-Muslim relations over fourteen hundred years. He does this in prose that combines 
eloquence, dispassion, and wit."--Norman A. Stillman, New York Review of Books.  Inventory # 116816 
(List Amazon, comparable $19.95) 

 
 


